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Editors Note
For those swimmers who joined us in Pretoria, it was a few days I am sure you will always remember.
The swimming was of a very high standard and certainly showed the International Masters Communities
that here in South Africa, we mean business. At this point I must congratulate the incredible FOUR from
Cape Town Masters on setting TWO NEW WORLD RECORDS in the 4x50 Freestyle Relay, age category and
the 4x50 Medley Relay, age category. Our golden girls, made up of Cecilia Stanford, Sanderina Kruger, Edith Otterman and Dianne
Coetzee, did us proud. There were plenty of South African Masters Records broken as well as many PBs set by determined
swimmers of all ages. Congratulations to just everyone who took part, you are all winners, no matter what your time was or where
you were placed in your race.
Judging by the smiles, laughter and dancing around the pool, even on the starting blocks in the relays, everyone seemed to be
enjoying themselves immensely. Port Elizabeth we cannot wait for 2019. ‘Check Out’ what is waiting for you in Port Elizabeth in
this edition. PE Masters are very excited at volunteering to host Nationals, so on all accounts it is going to fantastic.
In this issue, we cover Nationals 2018. The full results are already loaded into the South African Masters Website
www.samastersswimming.com. The pictures should bring it all home again.
The winter season approaches so I hope that everyone has made plans to up their dry-land routines and if you are lucky enough
to have a warm pool, perfect your techniques. ‘Terry’s Page’ should point you in the right direction.
So, until the Winter Edition, stay warm and Cape Town may your Dams fill up and your water crises ease up. For now.
Hugs from me and just keep swimming (and smiling)

President’s Message
Hello everyone,

I’d like to extend a HUGE word of congratulations to Craig Stanton and the Tshwane Masters on hosting a
particularly successful Nationals in March this year!
The traditional prize-giving dinner held at the Voortrekker Monument in Pretoria was absolutely fabulous
and the exuberant spirit on the evening definitely captured all who were present.
Thanks also to all the swimmers who attended, particularly to those who came from far, to participate. I
hope you left Tshwane inspired, and with some lovely new goals in place.
Good luck for the new season and SAMS looks forward to continuing to grow Masters Swimming within
each club and across every region.

SAMS PRESIDENT
KAREN KENNEDY

Nationals are now over, and we know that many, South African and Regional, records
were smashed and many PBs were set or broken
Wonderful moments were experienced, old friends united, and new friends made. You
came and “Flew with Us”! What a week. Thank you one and all, for sharing.
Below, is a pictorial reminder of some of the good times.

Full results are already loaded into the South African Masters Website www.samastersswimming.com.

Hi everyone.
I start this report with a section on the SA Masters Open Water Nationals 2018 that took place at the Ebotse Dam
in Benoni on Sunday the 18th March. There was good interest shown in the Open Water events with 190 swimmers
entered and 109 swimmers competing. (Thanks to the weather).
South African Masters Swimming Colours qualifying times were bettered by 2 SAMS
Swimmers at the Open Water event.
10 swimmers (9 women & 1 man) who qualified throughout the 2017/2018 season were
awarded their SAMS Colours.
In addition, there was 1 swimmer who qualified on time in the 2017/2018 season but
has yet to fulfil the requirement of participation in 3 SAMS National Long Course
Championships.
The weather was a little against us as a cold front swept the interior. However, true to Masters spirit, everyone put on a
brave face and there were lots of laughs, smiles and congratulations passed around. Well done to all who competed,
you did yourselves and Masters Swimming
proud.
Below are a few pictures from the event.

Open water swimming calendar 2018.
I have compiled a provisional open water calendar for the remainder of the 2018 season. I will continue to update the
calendar as more dates and venues are finalised. The calendar is in provinces and date order within each province. It is
always advisable to confirm the event date, distance and venue with the organise or website prior to the swim to avoid
disappointment.
The information is to assist open water swimmers with their planning for the season and I cannot be held liable for
changes, cancellations or amendments to information included in this calendar. Please feel free to mail any information,
upcoming events and interesting swims. Please include any notable achievements that you experience or hear of.
Forward the information to me, Jade, for inclusion in future newsletters.

jadehomveld16@gmail.com

Province Race date

Race

Venue

Contact

Telephone

North
West

20 October 2018

Dischem Sun
City swim

Sun City

Eastern
Cape

8 July 2018

Cold water
Classic Marina
Martinique
JBay Winter
Fest
1, 2 and 3 mile

Marina Martinique

www.zsports.co.za

KwaZuluNatal

20 May 2018

Dolphin Mile
Surf swim
1.6km or
3.2km

Marine Surf
Lifesaving Club

Heather Campbell
http://dolphinmile.co.za

0823207083

KwaZuluNatal

27 May 2018

Dolphin Mile
Surf swim
1.6km only

Marine Surf
Lifesaving Club

Heather Campbell
http://dolphinmile.co.za

0823207083

KwaZuluNatal

10 June 2018

Dolphin Mile
Surf Swim
1.6km or 3.2
km

Marine Surf
Lifesaving Club

Heather Campbell
http://dolphinmile.co.za

0823207083

KwaZuluNatal

24 June 2018

Dolphin Mile
Swim 1.6km
or 3.2km

Marine Surf
Lifesaving Club

Heather Campbell
http://dolphinmile.co.za

0823207083

KwaZuluNatal

22 July 2018

Dolphin mile
Swim 1.6km
only

Marine Surf
Lifesaving Club

Heather Campbell
http://dolphinmile.co.za

0823207083

KwaZuluNatal

12 August 2018

Dolphin Mile
Swim 1.6km
or 800m.

Marine Surf
Lifesaving Club

Heather Campbell
http://dolphinmile.co.za

0823207083

KwaZuluNatal

09 September

Dolphin Mile
Swim 1.6km
or 3.2km

Marine Surf
Lifesaving Club

Heather Campbell
http://dolphinmile.co.za

0823207083

Western
Cape

28-30 April 2018

Hi-Tec
Walker Bay
X-treme
2.5km

Hermanus

Big Bay events

Western
Cape

1st Sunday of the
Month swim
Third Sunday of
the month swim
These swims are
held every month.

Clifton Beach

http://www.soms.co.za
Warren Fialkov

Western
Cape

20 May 2018

Lighthouse to
Big Bay swim

Big Bay events

Western
Cape

09 August 2018

Women’s Day
swim

Freedom swim series.
www.freedomswimseri
es.co.za

Western
Cape

15-16 September
2018

Benguela
Cove
Adventure
week-end

Big Bay events

Western
Cape

24 September
2018

Heritage Day
swim

Western
Cape

14 October 2018

Clifton 4th
Beach to
Three Anchor
Bay 5km

Western
Cape

16 December
2018

Reconciliation Clifton 1.6km and Freedom swim series
Day swim
3.2km

Oceana Power
Boat club
800m, 1.6km,
3.2km

Freedom swim series

Big Bay events

How to Improve
Your Open-Water
and Pack
Swimming Skills
By Nick White, CTS Premier Coach

Last summer, one of my athletes felt great going into the water at the start of her goal event, a half-Ironman at Buffalo Springs
Lake in Lubbock, Texas, only to get stuck behind a pack of slow swimmers. A gap formed between her group and the leaders,
but by the time she fought her way into the open water she didn’t have the power to get across to them. And while she ended
the day with a new PR, her experience in the water revealed an opportunity for even more improvement. She needed some surge
power and a more aggressive outlook on swimming in the pack.
Pack swimming is a relatively rare occurrence for most athletes, and it’s difficult to replicate in a pool. Sure, you can swim laps
right on someone’s feet or even at their hip, but there’s little that compares to being smack in the middle of a few hundred
swimmers out in open water. So, without much ability to practice, here are some tips for staying out of trouble:

Don’t Get Pushed Around at the Start
Where you stage for the swim has a lot to do how crowded you’ll be in the water. Everyone wants to start in the middle of
shoreline to get the shortest distance to the first buoy but remember that all those athletes on the sides are going to be
converging in towards the middle as soon as the gun goes off. If you’re not fast enough to get out ahead of them, you’ll end up
in the most congested swimming environment you can imagine.
For my medium-speed swimmers – the ones who are in the first half of the pack coming out of the water, I recommend lining up
more toward the ends of the shoreline. You’ll be able to catch a draft from the pack, but you’ll have fewer swimmers to one side
of you, meaning you’ll have room to move around slow people. Yes, you’ll have a little bit farther to swim, but swimming in better
conditions often leads to faster swim times anyway.

Protect Your Face
Getting kicked in the face is one of the biggest risks – and the greatest fears – for triathletes. To reduce the risk – and alleviate
much of the fear – try swimming “catch-up” style when you’re in the pack.
Catch-up is normally a stroke drill where you leave one hand extended in front of you while the other pulls through a complete
stroke. When that hand gets back in front of you, you stroke with the other one. In a tight pack environment, it means that one
hand is always in front of your head – like an antenna that will intercept a swimmer’s foot before your head does. When you’re
in clearer water, you can go back to a conventional stroke.

Think Before You Surge
Accelerating in the water to pass another athlete takes a lot of energy, so make sure you’re doing it for the right reason. In the
middle of the pack, passing one person isn’t going to take you out of the draft, but if you’re in a long line of swimmers you run
the risk of pulling out to the side, slowing down because of the drag, and then losing positions as you fight to get back in line.
The most important time to work hard is right at the beginning of the swim. You’ll burn a lot of energy but getting into a good
position in the pack – near the outside and with a group that swims as fast or a little faster than you can – will save you energy
in the long run because you’ll be able to do more swimming and less battling.
Of course, to get yourself into the sweet spot within your pack of swimmers, you need the ability to surge in the water, sometimes
several times, and then recover while maintaining a strong pace. The final few weeks leading up to your event are a good time
to work on this because the workouts are relatively short and fit well into most athletes’ tapering programs. I like to have my
athletes perform the following workout twice a week in the 3-4 weeks before a goal event.

Nick White’s Surge Power Workout:
Warmup (500 Meters)

Drills (400 Meters total)
3×50 Meters Catch Up
3×50 Meters Kick on side arm out w/fins
100 Meters Sighting Drill

Power Interval Set (1600 Meters)
8×200 Meters (intervals 1-4: Pull w/ paddles; intervals 5-8 Swim (focus on high elbows and catch))

Sprint Interval Set (900 Meters)
9×100 rotating a 50- Meters sprint through the set
Interval #1: 50 sprint, 50 race pace
Interval #2: 25 race pace, 50 sprint, 25 race pace
Interval #3: 50 race pace, 50 sprint
Repeat 3 times

Cool Down (150 Meters)
Total Meters: 3550 meters
Nick White is a Premier Coach for Carmichael Training Systems, Inc. (CTS). He coached Craig Alexander to Ironman
World Championships in 2008 and 2009; as well as 2010 Ironman St. George winner Heather Wurtele. To find out about
CTS coaching, training camps, and other services, visit www.trainright.com

https://trainright.com/how-to-improve-your-open-water-and-pack-swimming-skills

Terry’s Page
By Terry Downes

Here’s to Fun, Deep Fun

Trying to have fun is as pointless as striving to relax.
Inevitably it is “I” that is doing the trying, and that is the reason nothing is happening. The only trying you should do is loosening
your grip of “I”. It becomes a choice available for you to explore.
“Are we having fun yet? Do I need someone to tell me?”
In a previous newsletter I alluded to a special sort of fun and thought: perhaps there is a whole lot of different funs, each with its
unique category, the fun of swimming being one class. So, I thought that my “Good Idea” was worth trying. I did this set:
600 warm up
5 x 400 FS on 6/7:30 (i.e. rest a minute and a half)
200 cool down
My objective: To find this fun. I specifically chose 400s to give me time to get into the idea of having it.
It was difficult, the harder I tried the less it came. I started to assess my breathing. Was I breathing too hard, would I be able to
continue at this pace? Doubt is ever present. Well, no, I wasn’t breathing too hard. This meant that my heart and respiratory
system were coping fine. (I didn’t actually think that specifically, it was more of an understanding of the state of my breathing.) I
felt that I could go a little faster – as soon as I assessed the state of my muscles, were they taking strain?
Suddenly I am not thinking of “me” but thinking about breathing, my muscles, and my balance and my efficiency. I start to
experiment. What about that thing they call anaerobic threshold? Can I find it? Will I recognise it when I do? Am I having fun yet?
At times I think I caught a glimpse of belief as I became aware of the pleasure of moving through water like a swimmer. So many
degrees of freedom in movement, but not all are equally effective in propulsion. I do these experiments by myself, for myself,
absolutely selfish.
Perhaps my reflections exaggerate a little, (the verbal equivalent of Photo Shop) but perhaps reflection is a time for
learning/growth. My entire mind is focussed on what I am doing and how it feels. I choose to go with the feel. Half an hour prior
I was managing the traffic, radio inevitably on. Good News nowhere to be seen. Now, and for the next couple of hours I will have
no worries, because swimming and the indescribable feelings for hours afterward, attract my entire attention. Surely this must
class as fun.
Here is a quote (shortened) from Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance by Robert Pirzig:
“Look at a bad workman and compare his expression with that of a craftsman and you’ll see the difference. The craftsman isn’t
ever following a single line of instruction. He’s making decisions as he goes along. For that reason, he’ll be absorbed and attentive
to what he’s doing even though he doesn’t deliberately contrive this. His motions and the machine are in a kind of harmony. It is

the nature of the material that determines his thoughts and motions, which simultaneously change the nature of the material.
Sounds like art.”
Now change the material to water.
There are so many insights that arise:
It is the nature of the material that determines your thoughts and motions which change the nature of the material. Isn’t this
swimming? A stroke without thought is a stroke wasted. (Brent S Rushall).
The swimmer is absorbed and attentive to what she is doing even though she doesn’t deliberately contrive this. Her motions and
the water are in harmony. She is having fun.
She doesn’t deliberately craft this. Deliberation would mean following instructions rather that feeling and interacting with the
medium. Thinking on what she is doing as opposed to doing what the coach has told you.
Now this is important: She isn’t multitasking, she isn’t swimming while doing other things, she is thinking of swimming, just
swimming. She isn’t thinking of swimming in a dam, she isn’t thinking of swimming in a race she is thinking of the swimming she
is doing. The clichés “in the zone”, “in the moment” and “mindfulness” are relevant. This is deep fun. A stroke without thought is
a stroke wasted.
I got to play around with a term that I need to understand. But it is not the sort of understanding the mind achieves by reading,
studying and thinking, rather by doing, feeling and experiencing, the sort of thing that happens when you are having fun. So, in
order to learn, there is an area of swimming I must explore: Anaerobic threshold. (Is there even such a thing as threshold in nature?
Nature has no lines - only zones).
My first 400 I do in 6:03. I feel good, I coped quite well, I can do another. I think I must go just a little faster, perhaps in 6:00.
Somehow, I don’t thing I found the threshold. The speed at which I set off on the next 400 feels OK. I know that the first 100 should
be between 1:25 and 1:30, I glance at the clock as I go into the turn at the 100. Perfect. I know the next three 100s must be at
about 1:30 if I keep a constant pace. I am comfortable at this pace, I am confident that I can do the time. But this means I can
probably go a little harder, being comfortable is doing the same thing over and over again, with no gain. I am meant to be exploring
the zones of critical effort. But I am. I finish, fairly comfortable in 5:58. I know I can go faster. I need to find the pace that I can’t
hold for the full 400.
Well, I didn’t. Although I did the last 400 in 5:54 I still didn’t get experience I sought. I thought of doing another one, but the coffee
called invitingly. Opportunity lost. A stroke not taken is a lost stroke.
Of course, when I find that speed it is the feeling that I must “remember”. For pool competition that is where I must be. For open
water racing things must be done a little differently. The feel must be about the same, but the speed will probably be slower. One
gets the opportunity to dance about the threshold. Picking up the head to see where I am going, managing my space between
other swimmers, conditions very different from the water between lane ropes, I will probably be ten

TANTALISING TIPS

Top Five Dry Land Exercises
By Dan Bullock • Guest Writer • 25th November 2015 @SwimForTri

If you’re new to swimming, it’s understandable you want to get in the water as often as possible. More time
spent in the water should translate into technical improvements and thus speed gains. But new swimmers,
people returning to swimming after a long break and people who’ve been swimming for years will all benefit
from land training.
One of the problems for new swimmers is that they are physically incapable of doing some of the things
coaches ask them to do. It’s not that they don’t want to or that they don’t try, it’s that their bodies simply won’t
do it. For example, and possibly the most common problem, adult swimmers often have limited ankle mobility
and this reduces their ability to point their toes. Trying to force your feet into a plantar flexion position if you
don’t have sufficient mobility can be a trigger for cramp yet holding your feet in the neutral position (i.e. at 90
degrees to your leg) will cause a lot of drag and slow you down.
Other areas that new swimmers often need to improve are core strength and shoulder mobility. It’s always a
good idea to look after the smaller supporting muscles around the shoulders to reduce the risk of injury.
These then are my top five exercises that I recommend to new swimmers – more experienced swimmers should
also consider including them in their daily routine. They don’t take long and some can be done while you’re
doing something else, so need not take up a lot of time.
1. Rock Pose
To swim well you must be able to point your toes while remaining relaxed through the ankles and lower leg.
Not only is it very difficult to produce forward propulsion with your legs if you don’t have sufficient ankle
mobility, your feet will also cause a lot of drag and slow you down. The Rock Pose from yoga is an easy way to
improve the range of motion in your ankles and can easily be fitted into your daily routine.
To do the Rock Pose kneel on a mat and gently lower your buttocks onto your heels. Hold for 30 seconds or
longer, if comfortable, but note you may get pins and needles if you remain in this position too long. Also, be
cautious if you have knee injuries and never force yourself into any position that causes pain.
2. Pilates Swimmer
Another common problem for new swimmers is “kicking from the knee”. Excessive knee bending is an
inefficient way to kick and again causes a lot of drag. To swim fast you need to keep the kick small and the legs
streamlined. The problem here stems usually not from a lack of ability to use the right muscles (i.e. the glutes
rather than the quads) but a difficulty in controlling and sensing the movement while in the water. The Pilates
Swimmer exercise forces you to utilise the glutes and keep your legs straight thus training you to use the right
muscles while in the water.
Lie face down on a mat with your arms stretched forward. Try to create a sensation of length along your spine.
In the traditional Pilates Swimmer exercise, you would use both your arms and your legs, but we will just
concentrate on the lower part of the body. Holding yourself strongly through the core, keep your legs straight
and gently raise your feet a few centimetres above the floor. Initiate a controlled flutter kick motion will keeping
your legs straight. Start with three rounds of 10 kicks with each leg and try to increase to 20 over time.

3. Straight Arm Plank
Moving up through the body, the next problem we often find with new swimmers is a weakness through the
body’s core. If you watch a strong swimmer in action you will see that movement from the finger tips through
to the toes is coordinated and regular. The connection from one end of the body to the other is through the
core so it is essential to build and maintain strength here to ensure this coordination is working smoothly. In
addition, a strong core helps you to hold your body in a streamlined position and maintain stability as you
move smoothly through the water. Regular doses of Straight Arm Planks will help keep you on the straight and
narrow.
The Straight Arm Plank is both simple and difficult. Prop yourself into the standard push-up position with hands
slightly wider than shoulder width apart, fingers pointed forward. Lock your arms straight. Your neck, back and
legs should make a straight line. The hard part now is to hold that position. Start with 30 seconds and try to
increase to a minute. Repeat three times.
4. Ts, Ys and Is
Now moving to the shoulders, which need to be supple yet strong. The shoulders take a lot of strain in
swimming, especially if you have poor or undeveloped stroke mechanics. These exercises – done with stretch
cords or therabands – help improve stability and mobility. You can also perform the same movements without
the stretch cords to help mobility. These movements are particularly effective if you’ve been hunched over a
computer for hours and are good to slip into a five-minute break.
Loop the stretch chords or bands around a fixed point at about shoulder level. Take one end of the cords in
each hand (with an equal length of cord each side) and stand facing the fixing point. Reach out your arms to
the side so that your body makes a “T” or crucifix shape. There should be light tension in the cords. Now move
your hands backwards and forwards through a range of about 10cm. Continue for 30 seconds, rest and repeat
a total of three times. Then repeat with your arms raised into a “Y” shape and finally repeat with your arms
pointing directly to the sky with your body in an “I” shape.
5. Draw the Sword
New swimmers often look very stiff in the water, particularly around the shoulders and upper back, while strong
swimmers are supple and smooth. Draw the Sword is a straightforward exercise to help improve upper body
mobility. It also makes a great pre-swim warm up exercise.
Start by standing straight in a neutral position with your arms held loosely by your side. Now reach your right
arm over to your left hip as if you were about to draw an imaginary sword hanging from your belt. Allow the
shoulder to follow and bring it as close to forwards facing your chin as you can, and also allow your hip to
follow the rotation movement. Then, in a fluid, smooth movement, pull your imaginary sword from its scabbard
and swing it across your body until it’s raised above your head, ready to strike. Repeat 10 times and then switch
arms.

TSHWANE MASTERS

TSHWANE MASTERS NEWS
Well done to our Coelacanths team competing in the 34th
SAMS Nationals at Hillcrest Pool Pretoria in March 2018.
We did ourselves proud, Coelacanth Masters Swimming
Club winning the Club Trophy, having the most points
scored over the 4 days. Tshwane Masters won the Shield
for the winning Region. Thanks to Coelacanths and
Champion Swim Club for all the
points! Well done to all of you!
Thank you to our members that
participated in and out of the
The winning club
water during the Nationals. We
had the most amazing compliments and “thank you’s” re the running and organization
of Nationals. Everyone was relaxed and thoroughly enjoyed the whole experience.
The announcer, Duane and assistant Alex were superb at the pool, keeping the vibe
going. The vendors were great, and a lot of fun was had at the Organ Donor Gazebo
with the skeleton. We heard that they signed up over 65 new members.
Coelacanth

Dawn with crowd favorite

The Opening Ceremony was well done with
Eddie playing his bagpipes on entry and for
playing the National Anthem. We had the
President of Swimming South Africa, Alan
Fritz, welcome all swimmers and open the
Nationals proceedings. After all the speeches,
Herman van der Westhuizen from Mad
Swimmers, gave us a talk on all his
expeditions. Then a typical Highveld storm
has us all scurrying to into a tent where we
had delicious platters and drinks supplied by
Machics.
The Opening Ceremony

Then the swimming took place for the three days and a whole
lot of fun was had around the pool, making new friends and
catching up with old friends that have been made year after
year from those attending Nationals for so many years.
The long service awards for attending Nationals, were
handed out on the Friday.
From Coelacanths:
Elsje van den Berg and Shaun Bouwer received their 10 Year.
Owen van Renen and Wendy Muir received their 20 Year.
Derek Fyfe and Anton Harrop-Allin received their 30 Year.
What a great achievement! Well done!

Coelacanths members chilling

Tshwane was well represented in the Dash for Cash
Ladies 50+ Sabine Verryn, Debbie Kotze, Barbara Fraatz from Coelacanth and Pam Reyneke from Champion.
Ladies 49- Claire Rolt and Este’ Bester from Coelacanth.
Men 50+
Harald Ruck from Coelacanth (who won the event in great style!)
The final Awards Evening was a hit! Once again Duane had the party going from 19h30 till after midnight.
“Come fly with me” was the theme and the costumes were fantastically appropriate.
Thank you to Northern Tigers Swimming, our Tshwane Aquatics Body, for all your help during the Nationals
Championships, making it a huge success!
Dates for upcoming galas in the Tshwane Region:
4th August:
Winter Challenge. 10h00
th
6 October:
Coelacanth 1500 Swim, Hillcrest. 08h00.
17th November: Inter-Regional Gala, Hillcrest Pool. 13h00
To end off, I think all those new members were so surprised how relaxed and what fun we all have being a
Master Swimmer! They will be back to represent Coelacanths in PE in 2019.

The amazing Magdalene and
her husband, from NTS

Our Fabulous Medal Ladies

A Night to Remember

Gauteng Masters

Gauteng and the MIDMAR MILE
The Midmar Mile is by far the largest open water swim in the world. The average participants who swim this event are between 13000 and
17000 swimmers.
This year saw many masters swimmers who were very excited to be swimming for the 8-mile club for the first time. When some of the
swimmers were asked how their experiences were, there were many who said it was by far the most fun that they have had at Midmar. The
swims are tough as it is 8 times over the dam, but that they loved the event and would be back next year to attempt another 8 Miles.
There were also a few swimmers who were brave enough to attempt the 16 miles which is a huge challenge, but very rewarding at the same
time.
Midmar is always a great swim just before we head to SAMS Nationals each year.
Gauteng Masters love swimming both open water events and pool events, as they are both so different but so enjoyable at the same time.
NATIONALS was held in Pretoria from the 14 – 18 March 2018, in
Tshwane, Pretoria.
The Hillcrest swimming pool was looking as good as new, as many of the
Masters swimmers booked their places on the beautiful green lawns for
the week of swimming ahead.
The weather was amazing for the most part of the competition, the
Saturday morning was a little cooler and had rained. Masters swimmers
always comment on how amazing it is to swim in an open air swimming
pool, we were very priveleged to have had the opportunity to swim at
the Hillcrest swimming pool. Most of us had amazing swims with many personal best times which are always great as it just shows that the
hard work really pays off.
As always, the friendships that are formed and the ones that have been there for many years are just picked up from where they were left
off from the previous year.
Our swimmers were proud of their results and are looking forward to the next nationals to be held in 2019 in Port Elizabeth. Happy
swimming and training to all swimmers for the Winter months that are approaching. We all look forward to seeing you in Port Elizabeth for
another fun filled Nationals.

News from Freestate:
Freestate masters swimmers arrived from the Tuesday night the 13th of March at our hotel
in Pretoria and, as always, the year in between vanished and we ‘kuiered ’till late.
This year Freestate masters were 17 in the team ,11 women and 6 men.
On Wednesday we celebrated Antoinette van Niekerk’s 70th Birthday surprise party after the opening
ceremony.
The team won a total of 34 medals ,10 gold,11 silver and 13 bronzes.
This is the best total of medals in a long time! Well done Freestate.! We also want to thank Derek and Joyce
Fyfe for all the mails & all the help. Your club hosted a fantastic SA Master long course championship! The
Freestate team enjoyed it a lot.
Also, a big thanks to Karen Kennedy who help Freestate Masters Club to affiliate to Freestate Aquatics. You
are a special lady, we as team, say thank you Karen.
Our AGM will be held on Friday night the 18 May in Bloemfontein.

Kind Regards
Free State Masters
Swimming Club
Chris & Lienkie Olivier

KZN Masters

KZN MASTERS SWIMMING NEWS
AWARDS
Our KZN masters swimmers did very well at Nationals with East
Coast Masters Swimmers being awarded the SAMS Club
Handicap Trophy (Top Club - Points/Entered swimmer)
(Awarded to the SAMS Club scoring the most points per entered
swimmer at the SAMS Long Course Championships. Individual
and relay points count.) Well done East Coast Masters!

We are also extremely proud of our OWS Committee Member
Ann Gray who deservedly received the Charles Buck Memorial
Award (Spirit of Masters) Awarded to the SAMS Person who
best epitomizes the true spirit of Masters Swimming.
Well done Ann!

SWIMMERS off to MAURITIUS
Di Hughes, Dawn Rode Lloyd, Jimmy Hughes, Ann Gray and Sue Robinson accompanied by Bronwen Griffiths and
Dave Lloyd will be swimming in the Nando’s Royal Lifesaving Society’s Open Water swim in Pereybere near Grand
Baie, in Mauritius. The swim takes place on Sunday 29th April over distances of 1600m and 3800m.

13km CHARITY SWIM
On 19th May, Shirley Carey, Sue Robinson and Wendy Fabian
from Empangeni and Richard’s Bay will be part of a group of
swimmers doing a 13km Charity swim along the North Coast of
KZN. This is part of the Rotary Club of Empangeni’s Fund raising
project.

DOLPHIN MILE SURF SWIMS
Many KZN Masters Swimmers attended the first of the popular Dolphin Miles on Sunday 8th April. There are
another 8 remaining Dolphin Miles, the last being on 9th September. The dates are in the Open Water section of
the Newsletter. Some of the Dolphin Miles will also include an 800m distance for novices or 3,2km for more
experienced swimmers.

For the first time in Amakhosi Masters Swimming Club history, we achieved a 30-year, 20year and a 10-year award at the 34th Nationals held in Pretoria this year. The Club is
extremely proud of this achievement and all three swimmers have shared some insight into
their achievements.
JOE HILLSTROM 30 -YEAR AWARD
I was invited to my first masters swimming gala in Durban over 35 years ago!
I won my first medal at World champs in Sheffield in 1996.
I received my 20-year Masters award from Penny Heynes at Sasolburg.
I broke two SA Records in my age group and received my Protea Colours for this achievement.
A highlight for me was when I received the Charles Buck Award at the SA Masters Swimming champs in 2017.
I was also part of the Amakhosi winning team that won Nationals in 2009 and came second in 2017!
ANTHONY BARSON 20-YEAR AWARD
I attended my first Masters gala at Rustenburg in 1997.
I received the Barnetson Trophy for the most improved swimmer in 1998 at Bloemfontein Masters Gala.
Then my family joined me in Masters Swimming – my wife Heather has run the ETD System at every East London
Masters Gala since 2004!
My son joined Masters in 2004 and has achieved his Masters colours.
I received my 20-year award in Pretoria this year. Tony also received several medals, including a gold in the 400 IM in
2008!
Today it is about bettering PBs and just finishing. I look forward to each year’s Nationals to meet new team members
and to renew past friendships.
KERRY SKIDMORE 10-YEAR AWARD
I was introduced to Masters swimming and coerced into competing my first Nationals in 2009 by the late Paul Reeves.
My best Masters Nationals, from memory point of view was Oudtshoorn in 2011 and East London 2017.
I have been a committee member with Amakhosi since 2010.
I received several medals with one Gold in Durban in 2016 for the 200m Butterfly.
I enjoy the culture of Masters swimming and embrace its motto of Fun, Friendship and Understanding.

From myself. “it is an absolute privilege to be with two legends of Amakhosi Masters Club, namely,
Joe Hillstrom and Tony Barson, as they are exceptional mentors of Masters Swimming”

News from the friendly city. The newly formed PE
Masters Swimming Club returned from a very
successful Masters Nationals in Pretoria. PE Masters
Swimming Club was formed in 2017 and excelled at
SA Masters Nationals in March of 2018. The team
returned with many medals and by all accounts had
an extremely successful gala. The team also
managed to win the much-coveted Spirit
Trophy, which proves the amazing team spirit
already existing in the Club. A trophy (I may add) that
will remain in the friendly city for some time to come.
PE Masters Swimming Club has been established for
any adult, at any level of fitness or ability, from
recreational swimmers, including ocean swimmers,
swimming for general well-being, or those that swim
for fitness and competition. It also caters for those
wanting to compete at different levels – from local
galas, to open water events or National swimming
events.
In addition to the above, swimming is a wonderful
sport and the benefits are many – it is also a
wonderful social sport to which many of you can
attest.

So,
Keep Swimming and see
you at Masters 2019

WESTERN PROVINCE

Cape Town Masters had a very enjoyable 2018 SA Masters Champs, not as successful as previous championships with regard
to team trophies, but successful in the spirit of masters swimming with a focus on Fun, Friendship and Understanding!
There was a lot of love shared on the stands between team mates, and a lot of blue magic doing the rounds in and around the
pool.
We had some good times IN the pool (pun intended), and some down (down) times OUT of the pool.
Mr Shead decided to switch his Ultima for something with a bigger kick after his 200 fly, but after we all saw his 100 fly, we
urged him to return to Ultima nutrition.

Although we had to say good-bye
bye to the much-loved club trophy...

(2017 Captains)

Our 2018 Captains made up for the loss with getting
us all kitted out for the dinner dance and having one
of the most enjoyable parties in a VERY long time!

Thank you, Pretoria!

Cape Dolphins turned the Nationals 2018 theme “Come Fly with Me” on its head, and instead We Blew You Away!

Our team, of 6 Dolphins, caused waves in the pool with their fabulous achievements. Our star performer was Claire Harrington (the
baby on the team of golden oldies) who medalled in all 6 of her events! Terry Ann Matley (the breaststroke specialist on the team)
lead the club from the front and came home with 3 gold medals. Our previously most laid-back member of Dolphins, Mairi Brimble, is
now on a serious mission both in water and on land (yes, she is Bi, I mean a Bi Athlete!) Mairi came home with 5 medals. Mandi Fuchs
“retired” to the platteland, fought back from a foot injury and swam like a true Dolphin should winning 2 medals in her gruelling
butterfly events. Elza Marais and Hester Snyman made their moves on the dance floor (deserving of medals off course) and are
reportedly being head hunted by a major South African airline.

NELSON MANDELA BAY AQUATICS PREPARES FOR SA MASTERS 2O19
Nelson Mandela Bay Aquatics are proud to be hosting the 35th SA Masters
National Swimming Championships in Port Elizabeth from the 20th - 24th
March 2019 and have elected a Local Organising Committee comprising the
following members: PJ Duffy, Kenneth Pattinson, Linda Pattinson, Cheryl
Kotze, Nina Bodisch, Neil McLellan, Kerry Hains, Tracy Gous and Antonelle
Supporta and as such will oversee, plan and organise this prestige event.
Nelson Mandela Bay Aquatics are currently hosting the SA Senior
National Aquatics Championships at the pristine Newton Park Swimming
Pool and with Masters Nationals planned for 2019 NMBA are truly having a
busy season. And, by all accounts from locals and visitors the standard of
officials has been more than exemplary.
The ongoing drive by the NMBA Executive and Board Members alike
has resulted in various Time Keeping and Open Water Judging courses
having been conducted. Our professional Officials together with the Newton
Park Swimming Pool facility has made Port Elizabeth a prestigious venue
with infrastructure to accommodate the SSA requirements needed for
hosting of National Swimming Competitions.

Our recent and second hosting of the National Open Water Championships held at Marina Martinique also proved to be
a world class venue for Open Water Swimming. Once again SSA together with NMBA produced nothing but excellence
in the adhering to and upholding of the FINA rules, hosting a memorable Championship.

For all you need to know about our beautiful city, please go to https://www.nmbt.co.za/.
Check out the best accommodation, places of interest, entertainment, shopping and places to eat.

PE. The Home of IRON MAN.

See you all in the Friendly City in 2019

The Last Word

(“when coach says”)

Some wonderful Memes to end the season. Most of us can relate.

So until

THE END OF THR SEASON,

whenever, wherever, hugs.

AND…

